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 Last Sunday, we began our look at these latter chapters of Paul’s letter to the 

Romans; in particular, his admonition to “present your bodies as a living sacrifice, 

holy and acceptable to God, which is your spiritual worship.”  We talked about the 

holistic nature of spiritual worship; that it involves mind and body; reason and 

action.  Each of us, Paul says, have been given gifts that differ according to God’s 

grace and choosing; for like a human body is made up its many parts, the body of 

Christ – the church – is comprised of members having a variety of different gifts. 

 Today’s passage continues with Paul offering almost two dozen more 

imperatives about living life in a way that is holy and acceptable to God.  Again, 

he is addressing the whole body of Christ – his brothers and sisters in the faith – 

asking them to live according to the law of love that was modeled for them by 

Jesus.  Taken together, these serve as something like a congregational covenant; a 

list of shared values that we might be asked to sign our names onto so as to bring 

about the best of our individual and collective spiritual worship. 

 “Let love be genuine” Paul says at the opening of the reading; and then he 

spends the rest of the chapter describing what sincere, non-hypocritical love looks 

like in the various spheres of our Christian lives.  These fall into four circles of 

relationships: 1) kinship within one’s own Christian community: those that we 

know and – most commonly – love; 2) hospitality to “the saints,” that is, the wider 

community beyond one’s closest sisters and brothers in Christ, and to strangers; 3) 

blessings directed to one’s enemies, those who persecute you; and 4) peaceable 

interactions with everyone.1 

 Genuine love, as Paul calls it, is not a one-time achievement, but a sought-

after virtue that is enacted through daily practices and prayers.  In order for love to 

be genuine, it must be a living sacrifice.  Paul encourages us to outdo one another 

in showing honor: evaluating the actions of others from the assumption that their 

motives are pure even if, at first glance, we might suspect the opposite.  It is easy 

to jump to conclusions; especially when we think we know more than we really do.  
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Instead, we are to contribute to – literally participate in – the needs of the saints 

and pursue hospitality.  This will require giving of yourself and your own 

resources and gifts for their material needs: sharing things like food, clothing, and 

shelter.  True love – genuine love – is practical, fervent, and never-ending.2 

 And then, in verse 14, the circle of relationships widens again; this time to 

include enemies.  “Bless those who persecute you; bless and do not curse them,” 

Paul says.  In the gospels, Jesus says something almost identical: “bless those who 

curse you, pray for those who abuse you.” (Luke 6:28) To describe what he meant, 

Jesus pointed to God sending rain upon both the just and the unjust.  To be children 

of such a God is to love not only the people who love us, but to love even those 

who mean us harm.  Like Jesus, Paul speaks of such love in the context of God’s 

prior, similar action.  Speaking of God’s work on behalf of sinners, Paul said that 

God reconciled him and his readers to God’s self “while we were enemies.” 

(Romans 5:8) Now Paul tells those same readers, here in chapter 12, “if your 

enemies are hungry, feed them; if they are thirsty, give them something to drink.” 

 Then, surprisingly, Paul talks about heaping burning coals on the head of 

one’s enemy; language he draws from Proverbs 25, where it is also mentioned in 

the context of advice about doing good to one’s enemy.  There is debate about 

whether or not Paul has a particular worship rite, featuring actual live coals, in 

mind.  More likely, the reference is metaphorical; pointing to the way that 

returning good for evil has the effect of shaming one’s enemy – making them red 

in the face – and thus possibly motivating a change of behavior.  In any case, it is 

true that returning evil for evil has the effect of escalating conflict and reinforcing 

a sense of righteous indignation on both sides; while showing hospitality to 

enemies is at least confusing to them and may even disarm them altogether. 

 Paul knows that as this circle of relationships widens, living by these tenets 

of spiritual worship grows more challenging.  Who has not been smacked across 

the cheek, assaulted with a nasty comment, or hit with a cheap shot and NOT been 

tempted to exact some measure of revenge?  Even the gentlest of souls have been 

known to turn ferocious if they run up against pain or anguish caused by another 

person’s cruelty.  If it can happen on the playground among elementary schoolers, 

it can certainly happen among adults.  Fighting back and responding in-kind seem 

to be our basic human response to mistreatment. 

 Most of us keenly know when we have been the victim of injustice.  And we 

believe that our own version of justice is an apt response.  But, in truth, only God 

knows such things.  More modesty on our part – walking through life by faith – 
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can go a long way toward recognizing that God has a far greater nose for justice.  

Both the Old and New Testaments place the burden of who is allowed to carry out 

revenge exclusively in the hands of God; who will settle scores in the future when 

all things will be made right.  The score is not to be settled by humans who scream 

for revenge.  Only God is given that responsibility. 

If you are wondering where the discipline and strength comes from to live in 

this way, Paul has incredible confidence in the power of love.  What else would 

propel him to speak so compellingly in favor of blessing those who persecute; 

proposing to give food and water even to our enemies?  Barbara Brown Taylor 

comments this way about evil inflicted upon us, “The only way to conquer evil is 

to absorb it.  Take it into yourself and disarm it.  Neutralize its acids.  Serve as a 

charcoal filter for its smog.  Suck it up…and turn it over to God, so that when you 

breathe out again the air is pure.”3 

 Beyond loving our enemies – offering our bodies as living sacrifices even 

for them – Paul admonishes the body of Christ still further, saying “If it is possible, 

so far as it depends on you, live peaceably with all.”  This is that last of the four 

widening circles of relationship.  Paul will not allow genuine love to leave anyone 

out – neither family member, friend, nor foe; no neighbor or stranger.  All people 

are included in our circle of concern and the offering of our bodies as living 

sacrifices – the giving of our particular gifts – is never a pointless exercise. 

An alternate translation, from the Common English Bible, reads, “If 

possible, to the best of your ability, live at peace with all people.”  Sometimes, 

living at peace is a matter of ability: we can practice and learn to love more 

genuinely; but if we truly believe that all good things come from God – the 

blessings we enjoy as well as the judgement we concede – then the peace of God 

which surpasses our human understanding cannot solely be a matter of ability. 

Jesus said to his disciples, “From everyone to whom much has been given, 

much will be required.” (Luke 12:48) Not all of us have the opportunity or means 

to effect how peace is lived among us.  Sometimes, the limiting factors are 

temporary; at other times, certain people among us are given elevated 

responsibility.  In those moments when we feel exhausted from protests centering 

on racism and injustice or tired of the current state of political discourse, we may 

need to ask ourselves – as individuals and collectively – what resources or 

responsibilities we have been given; and, therefore, what of us is being required? 

What we have learned from those who modeled their quest for justice after 

the teachings of Jesus – from Gandhi to King – is that positive nonresistance is not 
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acquiescence to evil; it is to struggle, instead, on terms that we do not let the 

opposition define.4  Evil will not be overcome by doing more evil; evil can only be 

overcome by good.  Good strives to widen the relationship circle of genuine love; 

seeks to feed and clothe and shelter; involves the mind and body; and requires our 

sacrifices to be living, our spiritual worship be practical and reasonable.  When we 

need to take a break – to heal or practice Sabbath’s rest – we should allow 

ourselves; but when courage is needed to overcome our fear or hesitation, we call 

on God’s guidance and strength. 

Therefore, “as far as it depends on you,” sisters and brothers in Christ – 

remembering that the you here is always collective as well as personal – live 

peaceably with all; striving as Christ’s body not to overcome evil with evil, but to 

overcome evil with good; and praying that in God’s divine judgement and wisdom, 

God will overcome.  Amen. 
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